French Script

French Script is an Agfa-Monotype font family with one style. It is contained in the script category.

The French Script font is based on handwriting and engraving used in formal announcements. It is a letterform design based on Typo Upright, which is a faithful reproduction of the common French Ronde of the nineteenth century. The design originates at the Inland Typefoundry in St. Louis as French Script and was revised by Morris Fuller Benton in 1905 and made popular by ATF under the name Typo Upright. Stephenson Blake also had a version available as Parisian Ronde. French Script is a font made available by Agfa Monotype & Partners at Fonts.com.

It can be used effectively when an elegant mood is required for formal occasions such as wedding invitations or thank you notes.

C'est joli, non?